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A complete characterization of the spectrum of a locally square integrable peri-
odically correlated (PC) processes is obtained. The result makes use of the author’s
recent theorem establishing a one to one correspondence between PC processes and
a certain class on infinite dimensional stationary processes. In terms of distributions
it is proved that the Fourier transform of a positive definite distribution on the
plane which is the sum of complex uniformly bounded measures supported on equi-
distant lines parallel to diagonal is a locally square integrable function.  2001
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the paper R, C, and Z stand for the sets of real numbers, complex
numbers, and integers, respectively, B(Rn) denotes the _-algebra of Borel
sets in Rn, and script H and K are reserved for complex Hilbert spaces,
which in probabilistic interpretation represent the subspaces of the space of
complex random variables with mean 0 and finite variance. Unless
otherwise stated, all the integrals are over R. A measure is a finite Borel
complex measure. Measures Fk , k # Z, are said to be uniformly bounded, if
their variations var(Fk) are uniformly bounded. The Banach space of
K-valued Borel functions on an interval IR, which are p-integrable w.r.t.
a measure F, is denoted L p(I, K; F ). If F is the Lebesgue measure restricted
to I, then the letter F is dropped. A function on Rn is said to be locally
p-integrable if it is in L p(I, K) for each closed bounded interval I. The
symbols Cc (R
n) and S(Rn) denote the space of infinitely differentiable
functions with compact support, and the space of infinitely differen-
tiable rapidly decreasing functions, respectively, equipped with standard
topologies. A continuous linear functional D: Cc (R
n)  C (or D: S(Rn)  C)
is called a distribution (or tempered distribution, respectively) [1].
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In this paper the Fourier transform , of an integrable function ,, is
defined by
, (x)=
1
2? | e
&itx,(t) dt, if , # L1(R, C),
, (x, y)=
1
4?2 || e
&i(xs& yt),(s, t) ds dt, if , # L1(R2, C).
If , # S(Rn), then , is S(Rn), and vice versa. Note a non-standard
normalization and the negative sign accompanying y. This is done to
accommodate the standard definition of the spectrum of a harmonizable
process.
The distributive Fourier transform D of a tempered distribution D is the
distribution defined by D (,)=D(, ).
A stochastic process (or simply process) is a Bochner measurable function
x: R  H. The function Kx(s, t)=(x(s), x(t)) is called the correlation function
of a process x(t). A process x(t) is harmonizable, if there is a measure F on
R2, called the spectrum of x(t), such that
Kx(s, t)=|| eisxe&ityF (dx, dy). (1)
A process X(t) is called stationary if it is continuous and (X(s), X(t))=
(X(s&t), X(0)), for all s, t # R. The correlation function of a stationary
process is defined as KX (t)=(X(t), X(0)). An infinite-dimensional stationary
(IDS) process (Xk(t)), k # Z, is a sequence of stationary processes such that
for every k, j # Z, (Xk(t), X j (s))=K k, jX (t&s) depends only on t&s. The
matrix valued function whose k, j-th entry is K k, jX (t) is called the correla-
tion matrix function of an IDS process (Xk(t)). If (Xk(t)) is an IDS process
then there is a continuous unitary representation U t of R in the space
MX=sp[Xk(t) : t # R, k # Z], called the shift group of the process, such
that Xk(t)=U tX k(0), k # Z, t # R. Writing U t= eitxE(dx), we obtain that
K k, jX (t)=| eitx1 k, j (dx) (2)
where 1 k, j (2)=(E(2) X k(0), X j (0)), 2 # B(R), is a complex measure
on R. The matrix-valued set function [1 j, k(2)] j, k # Z is called the matrix
spectral measure of an IDS process (Xk(t)).
If X(t) is a one-dimensional stationary process, then (2) yields
(X(t), X(s))= ei(t&s) x1(dx). Hence every stationary process is har-
monizable and its spectrum F is a nonnegative measure supported on the
diagonal L0=[(s, s): s # R] and given by F (2)=1([s # R : (s, s) # 2]).
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The paper is concerned with locally square integrable periodically
correlated processes as defined in [6].
Definition 1. A process x(t) is called periodically correlated (PC) with
period T>0, if x(t) is locally square integrable and for every t # R
Kx(t+u, u)=Kx(t+T+u, T+u), du-a.e. (3)
Note that there is no assumption on the existence of the shift by T
operator V: x(u)  x(u+T ).
Periodically correlated processes on R were introduced by Gladyshev in
[2] and were defined as continuous functions x: R  H, such that for
every t # R, the function Kx(t+u, u) is a periodic function of u with the
same period T>0. In this paper we will refer to them as continuous PC
processes. A continuous PC process does not have to be harmonizable.
Gladyshev [2] proved that if x(t) is harmonizable, then x(t) is continuous
PC iff its spectrum F is a measure supported on the union of lines
Lk=[(s, s+2?kT): s # R], k # Z (see also [4]). The proof uses the fact,
also proved by Gladyshev, that if K(s, t) is a continuous functions
of two variables such that K(s, t)=K(s+T, t+T ) and if aj (t)=
(1T ) T0 e
&2?ijuTK(t+u, u) du, j # Z, then K(s, t) is the correlation function
of a continuous PC process iff the infinite matrix function Kk, j (t)=
ak& j (t) e&2?iktT is the correlation of some IDS process. If x(t) is
an arbitrary (not necessary harmonizable) continuous PC or x(t) is bounded
PC [8], then the implication is only known one way; namely, the spectrum
of such a PC process is the (distributive) sum of uniformly bounded com-
plex measures Fk , k # Z, supported on the lines Lk , k # Z, respectively. We
will prove in Section 2 that the same is true for any locally square
integrable PC process.
However, the main result of this paper is the converse implication. We
will show that every positive definite distribution on R2 of the form
F=k Fk , where Fk ’s are uniformly bounded complex measures supported
on lines Lk , k # Z, respectively, is the spectrum of some PC process. While
this is obvious provided that the sum of variations of Fk ’s is finite, then it
is not even clear whether the distributive Fourier transform of F=k Fk is
a function at all if this sum is infinite. This should be related to the fact that
the mentioned above Gladyshev’s theorem does not answer the question
whether for each IDS process with correlation Kk, j (t)=ak& j (t) e&2?iktT
there is a PC process x(t) for which aj (t)=(1T) T0 e
&2?ijuTKx(t+u, u) du,
j # Z. It gives an affirmative answer only under an extra assumption that
that aj (t)=(1T ) T0 e
&2?ijuTK(t+u, u) du, for some function K(s, t).
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Recently [6] the author removed this restriction and obtained a full
characterization of the correlation function of a locally square integrable
PC process.
Theorem A [6, Theorem 2.1]. Let x(t) be a PC process with period T
and let aj (t)=(1T ) T0 e
&2?ijuTKx(t+u, u) du, j # Z. Then the infinite
matrix function with the (k, j)th entry Kk, j (t)=ak& j (t) e&2?iktT is the
correlation function of an infinite dimensional stationary process.
And conversely
Theorem B [6, Theorem 2.2]. If Kk, j (t)=e&2?ktTak& j (t) is the cor-
relation matrix function of some infinite dimensional stationary process, then
there is a PC process x(t) such that aj (t)=(1T) T0 e
&2?ijuTKx(t+u, u) du,
j # Z, t # R.
Note that no assumption is imposed on the sequence aj (t) in Theorem B,
even its square summability. Proofs of the theorems presented in [6]
furnish explicit procedures for reconstructions of one process from the
other.
2. SPECTRA OF PC PROCESSES
First we give a rigorous definition of the spectrum of a PC process.
Note that if x(t) is locally square integrable, then its correlation function
Kx(s, t) defines a distribution
Kx(,)=|| Kx(s, t) ,(s, t) ds dt, , # Cc (R2). (4)
Lemma 1. If x(t) is PC, then the distribution Kx is tempered.
Proof. Denote In, m=[nT, (n+1) T )_[mT, (m+1) T). Write s=(s, t).
Let , # S(R2) and let C be such that
|,(s)|C(1+|s|2)&2, for all s # R2. (5)
Then |Kx(s) ,(s)|CM(s)(1+|s|2)&2, where M(s, t)=&x(s)& &x(t)&. The
function M(s, t) is square integrable over each square In, m and
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In, m M
2(s, t) ds dt=B2< for all n, m # Z. From Schwartz inequality we
obtain
|| |Kx(s, t) ,(s, t)| ds dt
C :
n
:
m
||
In, m
M(s)(1+|s|2)&2 ds
C :
n
:
m \||In, m M
2(s) ds+
12
\||In, m (1+|s|
2)&4 ds+
12
=BC :
n
:
m _||In, m (1+|s|
2)&4 ds&
12
<. (6)
Therefore Kx(s, t) ,(s, t) is integrable over R2 and Kx(,) is well defined for
every , # S(R2).
To prove that Kx is a tempered distribution it is enough to observe that
Kx is sequentially continuous. Indeed, if ,n  0 in S(R2), then there are
constants Cn  0, such that |,n(s)|Cn(1+|s|2)&2, n # N, and hence from
(6) we conclude that Kx(,n)  0. K
Since Kx is tempered, its distributive Fourier transform Kx@ is a well
defined tempered distribution.
Definition 2. The spectrum Fx of a PC process x(t) is the distributive
Fourier transform of Kx , i.e. Fx is a tempered distribution on R2 defined by
Fx(,)=Kx(, )=|| Kx(s, t) , (s, t) ds dt, , # S(R2). (7)
If x(t) is harmonizable, i.e. Kx(s, t)= eisx&ityF (dx, dy), then
Fx(,)=|| Kx(s, t) , (s, t) ds dt
=|||| eisxe&ity, (s, t) ds dt F (dx, dy)
=|| ,(x, y) F (dx, dy),
and hence Fx=F. This shows that our definition of spectrum is consistent
with the standard definition for harmonizable processes. This example also
motivates the altered definition of the Fourier transform used in the paper.
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Another distribution employed in the paper is the distributive sum
G=k Gk of complex measures Gk on R2, defined by
G(,)= :
k # Z
Gk(,), , # Cc (R
2), (8)
where Gk , k # Z, are uniformly bounded complex measure supported on
lines Lk=[(s, s+2?kT ): s # R], respectively. Note that if , # Cc (R
2),
then there are only finitely many nonzero terms in the sum (8).
Lemma 2. Let Gk , k # Z, be a uniformly bounded sequence of complex
measures on R2 supported on lines Lk=[(s, s+2?kT ): s # R], respectively.
For every , # Cc (R
2) let us define G(,)=k # Z Gk(,). Then G is a
tempered distribution.
Proof. If , # S(R2) and |,(s)|C(1+|s| 2)&2, s # R2, then
|Gk(,)|
C var(Gk)
(1+c |k|2)2
. (9)
Hence (8) converges for every , # S(R2). Moreover, if ,n  0 in S(R2),
then |,n(s)|Cn(1+|s|2)&2, with Cn  0 and, by (9), G is sequentially
continuous. Hence G is a tempered distribution. K
For any two functions f, g of a single variable we write ( fg )(s, t)=
f (s) g(t). A distribution G on R2 is called positive definite (p.d), if
G(,, )0 for every , # Cc (R). Observe that
D (,, )=D(,,@ )=D(, , ),
that is the Fourier transform D of a tempered distribution D is a p.d. iff D
is so. If x(t) is PC, then  Kx(s, t) ,(s) ,(t) ds dt=& x(s) ,(s) ds&20, and
hence the distributions Kx and Fx=Kx@ are positive definite.
If G is as in Lemma 2, then G(,) is well defined for every bounded Borel
function vanishing outside a compact set, and we can define G(D)=G(1D),
where 1D is an indicator function of a bounded D # B(R2). It is easy to see
that the distribution G is p.d. iff for every natural n, complex c1 , ..., cn # C,
and bounded Borel 21 , ..., 2n
:
n
j=1
:
n
k=1
cj ck G(2j_2k)0.
Now we can state the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1. A tempered distribution F on R2 is the spectrum of a PC
process iff F is p.d. and F=k Fk , where Fk , k # Z, are uniformly bounded
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complex measures on R2 supported on lines Lk=[(s, s+2?kT ): s # R],
k # Z, respectively.
Moreover, if this is the case, then the measures Fk are given by
Fk(2)=1k(l&1k (2)), 2 # B(R
2), (10)
where lk : R  R2, is given by lk(s)=(s, s+2?kT ), and 1k is defined by the
relations a&k(t)= eitx1k(dx), ak(t)=(1T) T0 e
&2?ikuTKx(t+u, u) du, k # Z
(c.f. (12)).
Proof. (O) Let x(t) be a PC process and let Fx be its spectrum. By
Lemma 1, Fx is a tempered distribution. Let aj (t)=(1T ) T0 e
&2?ijuT
Kx(t+u, u) du. From Theorem A it follows that there exists an IDS process
(Xk(t)) such that
(Xk(t), X j (0))=K k, j (t)=ak& j (t) e&2?iktT. (11)
In particular, aj (t)=K0, &j (t)=(X0(t), X& j (0)). Denoting
1j (dx)=(E(dx) X 0(0), X j (0)),
where E(ds) is the spectral resolution of the shift group of the process
(Xk(t)), we obtain that
aj (t)=(X 0(t), X & j (0))=| eitx1& j (dx). (12)
Since &X j (0)&2=a0(0), j # Z, the measures 1 j are uniformly bounded.
Define Fk(2)=1k(l&1k (2)), 2 # B(R
2). Then from Lemma 2 it follows
that F=k Fk is a tempered distribution. We will show that F=Fx . Since
both are tempered distributions it is enough to check that Fx(,)=F (,) for
every , # S(R2) such that its Fourier transform , # Cc (R
2).
Let , be such a function. Then
F (,)= :
j # Z
|

&
|

&
,(x, y) F& j(dx, dy)
= :
j # Z
|

&
,(x, x&2?j) 1& j (dx)
=:
j
|

&
|

&
|

&
ei(t&s) xeis2?jT, (t, s) dt ds 1& j (dx).
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On the other hand
Fx(,)=|

&
|

&
Kx(t, s) , (t, s) ds dt
=|

&
|

&
Kx(w+s, s) , (w+s, s) ds dw
=|

&
|

& \:j e
is2?jT |

&
eiwx1& j (dx)+ , (w+s, s) ds dw
=:
j
|

&
|

&
|

&
e i(t&s) xeis2?jT, (t, s) dt ds 1& j (dx)=F (,),
because , has a compact support and the series j e2?ijsTaj (w) converges
to Kx(w+s, s) in L2(I ) for each compact I and w # R.
(o) Denote 1j (2)=Fj (lj (2)), j # Z, and let
1 k, j (2)=1j&k(2+2?kT), j, k # Z, 2 # B(R). (13)
Note that Fj (A_B)=1j (A & (B&2?jT)), and hence
1 k, j (A & B)=1j&k(A & B+2?kT )=1j&k((A+2?kT ) & (B+2?kT ))
=1j&k((A+2?kT ) & (B+2?jT&2?( j&k)T ))
=Fj&k((A+2?kT )_(B+2?jT )) (14)
We will show that the matrix valued set function 1=[1 k, j]k, j # Z is
positive definite in the sense that for each natural n, integers k1 , ..., kn # Z,
complex scalars c1 , ..., cn and Borel bounded sets D1 , ..., Dn
:
n
p=1
:
n
q=1
cp cq 1 kp , kq(Dp & Dq)0. (15)
Without loss of generality we assume that each Dp is included in exactly
one of the intervals [2?kT, 2?(k+1)T) (if not, we split Dp into smaller
sets), so each Dp_Dq intersects at most one line Lk . Using (14) we obtain
that
:
n
p=1
:
n
q=1
cp cq1 kp , kq(Dp & Dq)
= :
n
p=1
:
n
q=1
cp cqFkq&kp((Dp+2?kpT )_(Dq+2?kq T)) (16)
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Since by assumption F is p.d. and (Dp+2?kp T)_(Dq+2?kq T ) intersects
at most one line Lk , we obtain
:
n
p=1
:
n
q=1
cp cq1 kp , kq(Dp & Dq)
= :
n
p=1
:
n
q=1
cp cq F ((Dp+2?kp T )_(Dq+2?kqT ))0 (17)
Therefore [1 j, k] is the matrix spectral measure of some IDS process, say
(Yk(t)). The correlation function of (Y k(t)) is equal to
Kk, j (t)=(Y k(t), Y j (0))=|

&
eitx1 k, j (dx)=|

&
eitx1j&k(dx+2?kT )
=e&2?ktT |

&
e ity1j&k(dy)=e&2?ktTak& j (t),
where the functions ak(t) are defined by
ak(t)=|

&
eitx1&k(dx), k # Z, t # R. (18)
From Theorem B we conclude that there is a PC process x(t) such that its
correlation function Kx(s, t) satisfies
ak(t)=1T |
T
0
e&2?ikuTKx(t+u, u) du (19)
Let x(t) be as above. From part (O) of the theorem it follows that the
spectrum Fx of x(t) is of the form Fx= Gk , where Gk , k # Z, are
uniformly bounded complex measures on R2 supported on lines Lk , k # Z,
respectively, given by Gk(2)=#k(l&1k (2)) where #k is defined by the
relation a&k(t)= eitx#k(dx). From the definition (18) we conclude that
#k=1k and so Gk=Fk , k # Z. Hence Fx=F. The theorem is proved. K
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